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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

In the summer of 2012, I undertook research for the Indian School of Business (ISB) in order to prepare a 

case study for teaching supply chain growth and sustainability in India. The primary focus of the research 

was the sports goods manufacturing sector of India, concentrated particularly in the city of Jalandhar. 

Jalandhar, along with another North Indian city, Meerut is the major region of activity in the making and 

exporting of Indian sports goods.  

 

In Jalandhar, input was collected from various stakeholders in the sports goods industry in order to gain a 

better understanding as well as analyze the present situation. However, the case study was prepared 

through a series of interviews with Pushp Kohli of BAS Vampire, a leading cricket bat maker. The case 

study also focuses specifically on a major sporting product, the cricket bat owing to the nature of its 

complex supply chain structure. Though the project was initially envisaged to include industry study, 

analysis, case study preparation and provide key recommendations to the industry, the key 

recommendations were not covered as they were beyond the scope of requirement of the host institute 

(ISB). 

 

This report contains a brief introduction to the Indian sporting good industry and its present status. A true 

picture of the industry was difficult to obtain because of the nature of operations in this sector; most firms 

are privately owned and hence not obligated to disclose any sales data. Industry trends like growth in 

revenue, profit margins or percentage of market share of specific companies are impossible to predict in 

this sector and hence, have not been quoted in the case study or in the report. The industry analysis has 

been carried out using the PESTLE analysis as well as the Porter’s 5 forces analysis. This is then 

followed by the key project deliverable, the case study named “Batting for BAS Vampire”. Possible 

solutions for the problem have also been described and they will be used as a teaching note. 

 

Permission has obtained from BAS Vampire in order to use its information throughout the case study. 
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 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

 The Indian sports good industry is a $1billion industry, growing at a rapid rate of 35~40%. The total 

export of sports goods recorded by the Sports Goods Export Promotion Council(SGEPC), based on the 

export returns submitted by the members for year 2008-09 is over Rs.586 crores ($114.6 milion).There 

are about 1250 registered and 2000 unregistered large, medium and small sports goods manufacturing 

units providing direct and indirect employment to about 170,000 employees. The top items of exports 

were reported to be Inflatable Balls, Hammocks, Cricket Bats, Boxing Equipment,  Carrom Boards & 

General Exercise Equipment. The share of top 5 items in overall exports is around 60%. 

 

The Indian School of Business is a business school in Mohali and Hyderabad, India. It offers a Post 

Graduate Programme and a Fellow Programme in Management, as well as executive education programs 

for middle and senior management. The school was founded by two senior executives of McKinsey and 

Company and is governed by a board comprising both Indian and non-Indian businessmen. ISB maintains 

close associations with Wharton, the Kellogg School of Management, and the London Business School, 

referred to as "founding associate schools." Additional associate schools later included MIT 

Sloan and The Fletcher School. The school's Post Graduate Programe was ranked #20 in the world in the 

2012 Financial Times Global MBA Rankings. 

 

The Munjal Global Manufacturing Institute is going to undertake this study. Started in ISB’s new campus 

at Mohali near Chandigarh, India, it is the premier academic institution for operational 

excellence and innovation in the manufacturing ecosystem in India and beyond. The Institute is headed by 

Prof Manmohan Sodhi, who also continues to work at the Cass Business School in the area of Supply 

chain and management. He was the project guide for this case study.. 

 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

Supply chain management is increasingly recognized as a key component of an organization’s overall 

‘Health’. Managing the supply chain in terms of economic, strategic, environmental and social factors 

makes good business sense as well as being the right thing to do. However, supply chains consist of 

continuously evolving markets and relationships. The rise of companies based in India and China is 

challenging current models of sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) as “Indian” and “Chinese” 

approaches to SSCM are formulated in different regulatory, institutional, and historical contexts than 

those found in Europe or North America. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_school
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohali
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyderabad,_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McKinsey_and_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McKinsey_and_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wharton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kellogg_School_of_Management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Business_School
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_Sloan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_Sloan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Fletcher_School
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_Times
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The Indian sports goods sector is a high potential industry, operating both in the domestic and the export 

markets. As is the case in the overall Indian manufacturing sector, it is undergoing rapid changes in the 

recent years due to globalization, increased competition, varying customer requirements and changing 

political and social conditions. In this context, its supply chain is not very well defined and is in a state of 

flux. By virtue of it being a material intensive sector, and considering that the levels of automation 

throughout the industry are typically low, the dependence of an organization on its supply chain is higher. 

Hence, companies in this sector face the challenge of extracting the most out of their supply chain while 

at the same time ensuring that relations are long lasting, in order to ensure their own long term survival 

and growth. 

PEOPLE INVOLVED 

Project Head & Advisor Project co-ordinator

Project AdvisorProgram Director Meng Program Co-ordinator
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STRATEGIC ANALYSIS- PESTLE 

 

POLITICAL 

 

The sports goods industry is affected by political situations, both inter-state and international. This is 

because of the nature of trade, both on the buyer and supplier side; which involves multiple players across 

diverse regions. Since raw materials are imported from abroad, and goods are sold abroad, the stability of 

the political environment is important for this industry. 

 

 Government type and stability:- The industry enjoys the privilege of working in a stable democracy 

(unlike China), which implies that it is free to frame its own policies in its own best interests. In China, 

the type of industry activity that the people of a region can undertake is contingent upon the primary 

industrial product specified for that region. An area of concern is Jammu and Kashmir, an emerging 

competitor for the clusters of Jalandhar and Meerut where there is still unrest due to the ongoing 

conflict with Pakistan. Makers of that region are thus operating in a volatile environment. The Punjab 

government is stable and is an incumbent rule. It is expected to last its full term of five years and hence 

the political situation in the Jalandhar sports goods industry is stable. 

 

 Tax policy, and trade and tariff controls: - There is a dilemma in the case of availability of raw 

materials. Kashmir willow, which is the most widely used type of willow (80 %) is scarce because of 

the protectionist policy of the Jammu and Kashmir Government, which is trying to cultivate a local 

sports goods industry in its own state. Hence, there has been a ban on willow moving out of the state. 

This ban has been in effect since the 1990s, but there has been illegal movement and a well-established 

smuggling route to Punjab and Uttar Pradesh, mainly from the Jammu-Pathankot highway. The 

problem is not restricted only to willow, though. The non-availability of canes for bat grips, which was 

earlier obtained from Karnataka and Andaman & Nicobar Islands, has forced the manufacturers to 

import it from Singapore for a much higher price. The Punjab sports good sector suffers from the 

burden of high taxation. Compared to neighboring Uttar Pradesh, they pay an extra 4% of value added 

tax and 2% central sales tax, both of which have been exempted for the UP industry.  

 

 Regulation and de-regulation trends: - The industry is fairly deregulated and hence, does not face the 

issue of dealing with extensive bureaucracy. 
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 Social and employment legislation: - Most of the factories are in the small-medium scale sector and are 

in the ambit of the Factory Act, which lays out specific rules for any firm which employs more than 20 

people.  

 

 Environmental and consumer-protection legislation: - there are very few such legislations and even if 

they exist, awareness about them is very low among people.  

 

ECONOMIC 

 

 Stage of a business cycle: - The industry can be dated back to the pre-partition days of India, with its 

roots being traced to Sialkot in present day Pakistan. It can thus be considered as being at a fairly 

mature stage.  

 

 Current and projected economic growth, inflation and interest rates:-  it accounts for around 1% of 

India’s trade and is fairly important. It is slated to be growing at around 15 % and India has the 

potential to be the world’s largest manufacturer of sports goods. The major economic factor affecting 

the sports goods industry is inflation and rising costs. Fuel prices have shot up by 200% in the last 

decade and are further expected to increase. This will mean rising transportation across the industry 

and also a corresponding hike in prices of all major commodities.  

 

 Unemployment and supply of labor:- The unemployment rate of the country is at 6.6 % in March 2012, 

down from 8.3% a decade ago. It is at moderate levels. Specific figures are not available for the state 

of Punjab but any numbers could be a misrepresentation, based on the fact that Punjab has one of the 

highest rates of migrancy. The shortage of labor is increasingly becoming a concern due to the fact that 

the migrant population, mainly from UP & Bihar is returning to their home states.  

 

 Labor costs: - In the recent past, labor costs have also gone up, though not very significantly when 

compared to inflation or to the growth in revenues in the industry. A typical worker earns about Rs. 

4,000~5,000 per month while a skilled worker, who has an expertise of several decades may take home 

around Rs.8, 000~10,000 per month.  

 

 Levels of disposable income and income distribution: - The industry has gained by the presence of a 

growing middle class in the domestic sector, with greater levels of disposable incomes. This has meant 
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that they are now able to price their goods higher, as well as create stronger brands which will have 

greater recognition and loyalty. 

 

 Impact of globalization :-  the industry has  benefited from the ongoing trend of globalization, using it 

both to source the best available materials at the best possible prices as well as to sell their goods all 

over the world in varied markets. However, one downside to globalization is the increased pressure 

from the Chinese manufacturing sector. China has been dumping their sports goods, particularly 

footballs in the market. The cost difference is so huge (around 25%) that many sports good 

manufacturers are now finding it more financially viable to buy these Chinese made goods and brand 

them as “Made In India”. The situation could however, ease out, with the cost of wages gradually 

increasing in China and its cost advantage diminishing.  

 

 Likely changes in the economic environment: - The ongoing economic crisis in Europe and the 

weakening economic growth of India could shrink the market in the short term for the industry. To 

mitigate this, they need to have a diversified market presence, which will help them in reducing a 

sudden drop in the demand side.  

 

SOCIAL 

 

 Organizational culture, management style, staff attitudes:-As stated earlier, the sports goods industry is 

a transplanted cluster, with its members having shifted lock, stock and barrel from Sialkot in Pakistan 

during the Partition of India and Pakistan. Therefore, there is a strong entrepreneurial culture in this 

industry, as is typical in the state of Punjab which has enabled them to pursue new and ambitious 

ventures. Most of the companies operating in this sector are family run, with many now being managed 

by third generation family members. The level of corporatization is quite low, with even supervisors 

being absent in the production set up.  Operations are run based on trust rather than best management 

practices, with the workers also being the second or third generation in their family to work in the 

same firms. It is also observed that the skills are handed over to from father to son frequently, and a 

particular process would possibly be operated by members of the same family over decades together.  

 

 Education, occupations, earning capacity, living standards: - Most of the workers in this sector have 

lacked access to even primary education. Instead, they have been immersed in their trades since a very 
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young age and have developed particular skills upon which they are dependent to earn a livelihood. As 

stated above, the skills are usually a familial legacy, being passed on for generations together. 

 

 Ethical issues, diversity, and immigration/emigration, ethnic/religious factors: - Most of the workforce 

in India is immigrant, primarily from states like UP & Bihar. Thus, there is a clear ethnic divide in the 

industry, with the ownership being held by the local groups (Punjabis) and the workforce being 

immigrant. However, this has not been a factor of discord and relations have been mostly cordial. In 

fact, the owners, at most times are perceived as looking out for the best interests of their workforce and 

this has reflected in the kind of support they obtain from them in case of abnormalities. There was a 

religious factor in the sports goods industry earlier; most of the workforce was Muslim. In fact, the 

sections of the city of Jalandhar where the industry are located are referred to as Bastis, a commonly 

used term for localities inhabited by Muslims.  

 

 Media views, trends, and advertisements, publicity: - The industry has the distinct advantage of 

operating in a domestic market which is obsessed with sports, especially cricket. Even the most 

knowledgeable cluster players cannot estimate the exact size of the domestic market, but opine that it is 

more or less static, with cricketing equipment taking over the share of other sporting equipment like 

football, badminton, etc. India’s recent performance in cricketing competitions is helping drive 

domestic sales, as is the fact that the number and frequency of major tournaments like the Indian 

Premier League and the World cup (held in 2011, which India won). Added to this is the fact that most 

Indian cricketers have achieved cult status and are successful brand ambassadors to sports retailers.  

 Demographics: age, gender, race, family size: - With the population of India growing younger (35 % 

below the age of 20), the demand for sports goods will naturally continue to remain high.  

 

TECHNOLOGY 

 

 Maturity of technology, competing technological developments: - The process of manufacturing in the 

Jalandhar Sports good industry is by and large manual and highly skill based. Most firm owners, who 

are usually the direct supervisors of production operations are themselves highly skilled in these 

processes and play a huge rule in ensuring the quality of their products. For example, many owners of 

cricket bat making firms themselves select the bats which are meant for export. The introduction of 

technology in production processes is low, and with justifiable reasons. The traditional manual 

processes are so efficient and cost effective that there is presently no cost benefit to using automation. 
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Also, there is a quality perception that favors hand made products over machine made ones.  For 

example, Sachin Tendulkar, arguably the best batsman in the world insists on his bats being made by 

the same person working for BAS Vampire.  There is awareness among the firms about advanced bat 

making machines, but there is a clear consensus that there is not benefit in using them presently.  

 

 Information technology, internet, global and local communications: - Technology is however playing 

an active role in the buyer end of the value chain. Most of the commercial transactions, like placing 

orders, preparing invoices and payment of receipts are now conducted electronically. This has resulted 

in better streamlining of financial operations, with benefit to all members in the value chain like better 

inventory management, better financial condition especially for the manufacturers and better 

preparedness in case of abnormalities ( like a sudden spurt in demand) 

 

 Technology access, licensing, patents, potential innovation, replacement technology/solutions, 

inventions, research, intellectual property issues, and advances in manufacturing: - There has been an 

attempt to use Chinese made machines, which are used for mass production. However, the firms which 

used these machines eventually decided that buying the Chinese made goods still worked out cheaper 

than actually producing them and thus outsourced the manufacturing to China.  

 

Notwithstanding the advantages of skilled manual labor, there are some issues with regard to the quality 

of the finished products which could be addressed with the advent of technology. In the case of cricket 

bats, there is the concern of bats of even the same batches being of non-uniform shape and size, as well 

not being of uniform strength. This problem could be solved, by using hydraulic form pressing for 

shaping wood and proper storage techniques for wood such that moisture does not enter into the wood.  

 

 LEGAL 

 

 

 Current home market legislation, future legislation :- Specific legislation regarding the sports goods 

industry is not present. There is no perceivable legislation in the near future which is going to 

favorably or adversely impact the industry.  

 

 European/international legislation: - There is an ongoing dispute between the Euro and India on the 

method of fumigation for the willow which is imported to India. The only fumigation substance 
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accepted by India, methyl bromide is banned from usage by the European Union as it is found to 

deplete the ozone layer, causing increased global warming. There is a hiatus presently, with the 

exporters being given some time as breathing space before the regulation is implemented to its fullest 

extent. No viable solution seems to be in sight, and the industry is going to face a major crisis of 

availability of its most crucial raw material.  

 

 Regulatory bodies and processes:-There is no regulatory body in place to monitor the activities of the 

industry. An export promotion council (SGEPC) has been formed from among the members of the 

industry but it does not have the scope to perform any sort of regulatory role.  

 

 Employment law, consumer protection: - A major issue of concern in the industry was the widespread 

use of child labor. Senior members of the industry have come forward to form the Sports Goods 

Foundation of India (SGFI), which has been successfully working toward ending child labor; it has 

further extended its scope to include activities like improving education levels, women empowerment, 

etc. There is no activity like the presence of a vibrant consumer forum group to protect consumer 

interest in the industry. 

 

 Industry-specific regulations, competitive regulations: - A major competitive regulation which has 

affected the industry has been India’s entry into the World Trade Organization in 1995. This has 

opened up India’s domestic market to a flood of foreign made goods, especially goods from China. 

The domestic sports goods makers have also benefited from this as they can now sell their goods in 

many markets throughout the world.  

 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

 

 Ecological: - There is a huge ecological impact of the making of cricket bats as the primary raw 

material in this trade is willow, which is made by cutting trees. The long gestation period of these trees 

implies that the replanting strategy has to be carefully planted. In the case of English willow makers; 

three trees are planted for every tree felled. This is not the same in case of Kashmir willow makers, as 

they have no such conservation activities. The impact of this non- activity is apparent, as there is 

nowadays a dwindling number of trees, and makers are now resorting to planting trees with shorter 

gestation periods, and consequently the bats made from this willow have been found to be of inferior 

quality.  
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 Environmental issues, environmental regulations: - Few or no rules are enforced on the sports goods 

industry. Most of the processes are manual and are not standardized. There are also no regulatory 

boards specifically working for the policing of the industry’s activities. However, the impact of the 

production process on the environment is very small, notwithstanding the huge amount of waste 

generated in most of the manual processes in the manufacturing value chain.  
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  STRATEGIC ANALYSIS- PORTER’S 5 FORCES 

 

SUPPLIER POWER 

 

 Differentiation of inputs: - The main suppliers to the cricket bat industry are the willow suppliers from 

Essex, England & Kashmir and the cane suppliers from Andaman & Nicobar and Singapore. The kind 

of inputs that the suppliers bring into the raw materials is very less; for instance, all varieties of 

English willow are derived from the same tree. Therefore, there is no significant differentiation of 

input. 

 

 Switching costs of suppliers and firms in the industry: - The switching costs of suppliers and firms in 

the industry are quite low. This is also an established practice in the case of Kashmir willow suppliers 

and the suppliers with the best price of willow often get the deals. 

 

 Presence of substitute inputs:-   There is no substitute to the willow from England & Kashmir and 

presently, these are the only two places that the willow used for bats is being grown.   

 

 Supplier concentration: - The suppliers are mainly concentrated in two regions and produce two 

distinct types of wood, English and Kashmir willow. The number of suppliers is very less in both 

cases. For instance, there are only 4 willow makers who supply English willow to bat makers all over 

the world. Hence, their bargaining power is high in this aspect. 

 

 Importance of volume to supplier: - The volumes in which the supplier (BAS Vampire) buys is 

significant; in the case of English Willow, they are the third largest customer of the willow maker 

from whom they buy. 

 

 Cost relative to total purchases in the industry: - willow constitutes up to 80 % of the total cost input 

that goes into the making of a cricket bat so it is the most important part of the bat. 

 

 Threat of forward integration :-  There is no threat of forward integration from the    

 

 

Therefore, the supplier power is medium for the Cricket Bat Industry. 
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THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS/ BARRIERS TO ENTRY 

 

As stated earlier, most players in the sports goods industry still operate under the model of family run 

firms.  Hence, a large degree of most transactions in the business are performed under the umbrella of 

trust. 

 

 Economies of scale :- There is a benefit of economy of scale, i.e. China is creating a large surplus 

of sporting goods and dumping them into the Indian market as well as markets worldwide 

 

 Proprietary product difference: - There is a proprietary ownership of information about the industry 

which is usually handed over from father to son among craftsmen. However, this can be easily 

addressed as craftsmen can be easily poached, due to the fact that their current salaries are very 

low. 

 

 Brand Identity: - Brand identity is quite strong, there are a few very well established brands like 

BAS, SG, SS, etc. However, a brand can be created very easily provided one has enough money 

and is willing to sign on big Indian Cricketing names like Sachin, Dhoni, Kohli etc. The same was 

the case with Reebok and Adidas. 

 

 Switching costs: - Switching costs between the industries is not a concern because the types of 

contracts are usually for one single dispatch of goods and are not long term, multiple clauses based. 

 

 Capital requirements: - Capital requirements for setting up an industry are not very high either, 

there are a lot of small scale segments operating and operating successfully. 

 

 Access to distribution :- access to distribution is not a concern as new players can enter the market; 

however, they lose a bit on the bargaining power as they have to give better discounts and longer 

credit to their buyers in order to push their goods. 

 

 Absolute cost advantage: - Armed with proprietary difference, the new players can expect to break 

even in a year or two years.   
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 Government policy: - The Government has in place some policies to help the new entrants. SIDBI, 

a Govt owned bank whose purpose is to provide financial assistance to small scale industries is 

running a special program of providing soft loans for the new players in the sector; however, this 

scheme exists only in paper and it is next to impossible to gain access to these loans.  

 

 Expected retaliation : some degree of retaliation is expected towards new entrants from the 

established players. Usually, the case is that a new member of a family opens up a new branch of 

the business or caters to one particular segment of the industry through his business, he is then 

supported with financial assistance, assured orders or other means. The same facility is not 

extended to absolute new comers. However, it cannot be claimed that cartel-like operations exist in 

this sector. 

 

Therefore, the barriers to entry are low for the Cricket Bat Industry. 

 

INDUSTRY RIVALRY 

 

 Industry growth:- The global sporting industry is slated to grow at an annual rate of  

3~4 %. The Indian market is growing much faster, at a yearly rate of around 10 %.  

This is good news for the sports goods makers, as they are operating in a fast growing 

Domestic sector, and is also reflected in the kind of products they make; 60% Kashmir 

Willow and 40 % English willow (as Kashmir willow sells more domestically). 

 

 Fixed( or storage) costs/value added:-  The fixed costs, mainly of the raw materials are 

Increasing gradually. This is because of rising fuel prices in India and worldwide, as  

well as high inflation rates in the country. This is forcing the unit cost of the bat to rise 

as the workers are mainly paid on a per piece basis and are demanding more in lieu of  

rising cost of living. 

  

 Intermittent overcapacity- There is no problem with intermittent overcapacity as the goods are not 

perishable. They do tend to degrade in quality if stored for more than two years; however such 

instances are rare. 
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 Product differences: - There is a grading system of quality in the case of English willow; these 

grades are well recognized and common across all the willow makers. Only a few customers, who 

are professionally into cricket, do insist on specific bats based on grade or lightness; the majority of 

the customers, who play for recreation are more focused on cost rather than product difference. 

 

 Brand Identity:-  In the case of this industry, brand identity is a very powerful driving factor; for the 

same quality of a product, the strength of the brand determines the quantity of the product sold as 

well as the pricing at which it is sold. In fact, companies such as Reebok and Adidas only buy bats 

and sell them at a much higher prices because they of their powerful brand image. 

 

 Switching costs:- Switching costs in the industry are quite low in the industry because of the types of 

contracts that are forged; they are usually signed from order to order and are not binding on a long 

term basis. 

 

 Concentration and balance: - The industry is highly concentrated in two places; Jalandhar and 

Meerut.  There have been efforts to cultivate a domestic industry in Kashmir but it has not been 

successful so far. Most of the Kashmir bat makers produce semi-finished bats to makers in Jalandhar 

and Meerut who give the final form to the bat and sell them at higher prices. There is a balance in 

terms of size of the firm; both small and medium scale firms as well as large corporations exist in 

both Jalandhar and Meerut. 

 

 Informational complexity: - Informational complexity is high because of the fact that most of the 

knowledge in the industry is tacit; it is passed on from one generation of workers to another but not 

really documented or standardized. Hence, it is difficult to obtain or analyze data regarding the 

industry. 

 

 Diversity of competitors:- Most of the competitors, including BAS Vampire are diversified in the 

sense that they do not deal exclusively with cricketing bats or even cricketing goods. In fact, football 

is the largest product of the sports good industry and there are other products like hockey, inflatable 

balls, badminton equipment and nowadays fitness equipment. However, it is notable that the two 

biggest bat makers, SS & SG are purely into making of cricket equipment. 
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 Corporate stakes:- Corporate stakes are not high in the sense that most of the businesses are family 

run. Hence, the conventional problems faced by corporations like human resource management, 

CSR, balancing the interests of the shareholders and others do not exits. 

 

 Exit barriers:- Exit barriers in the industry are low as it is easy to sell capital assets like land which 

are in very high demand. However, most firm owners have a long term relationship with their 

workers based on trust and respect, which they are not inclined to break. Hence, the social factors 

account heavily in the event that a firm actually thinks of exiting from this sector. 

 

Therefore, the industry rivalry is very high in the Bat Industry. 

 

BUYER POWER 

 

BARGAINING LEVERAGE 

 

  Buyer concentration vs firm concentration:- It is balanced pretty evenly. There are a large number of 

buyers spread out over the domestic market (the major region for this industry). At the same time, the 

retailers also have a broad choice of manufacturers from whom they can buy the products. In fact, most 

retailers do stock cricket bats of different makers together in their showroom. However, the big buyers 

like Adidas and Reebok are very few in number and hence have bargaining power. 

 

 Buyer volume:- Most retailers buy in numbers which do not represent a significant proportion of the 

firm’s total sales. However, wholesale buyers like Adidas and Reebok represent up to 30% of the firms 

total sales and hence are in a superior position. 

 

 Buyer switching costs relative to firm switching costs:- Because of the nature of contracts in the 

industry, both buyer switching costs and firm switching costs are low. 

 

 Buyer information: - The amount of information that the bat makers have about the company is 

dependent on the length of the relationship between them. In the case of buyers with whom they have 

had long term ties, the makers do know about relevant buyer information like the price at which they 

are selling, the quantity which they sell per unit time as well as their stock replenishment strategy. In 
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the case of newcomers, they know very little and no attempt is made to solicit such information. 

 

 Ability to backward integrate:- The retailers have no ability to backward integrate. However, the 

wholesale buyers, especially Adidas and Reebok have the resources to start their own manufacturing 

units. At present, they do not have the propensity to do so as they have cordial relations with the bat 

makers. 

 

 Substitute products:- The retailers do not have the capacity to substitute products made by the makers 

from Jalandhar. Companies like Adidas and Reebok can change their sourcing strategy to procure bats 

from other places globally (for eg:- Sialkot, Pakistan) if required. 

 PRICE SENSITIVITY 

 

 Price/ total purchases:- For most buyers, cricket bats constitute a major chunk of their offerings. They 

do offer a wide range of other goods though; therefore, this effect on bargaining power is medium. 

 

 Product differences:- There is not a huge difference between the various bat makers in terms of quality 

and performance. This effect is therefore medium. 

 

 Brand identity impact on quality performance:- The perceived impact of brand identity on the quality 

of the product is very high, it is the driving factor for sales for the buyers. 

 

 Buyer profits:- Buyer’s profit depends on the segment of the buyer. For retailers, the margin is around 

75~80% above the cost price (or the price from which they buy from the bat makers). Big companies 

like Adidas and Reebok ride on the power of their brand and are able to charge a premium on their 

products, sometimes upto 300%  of the cost price of the bat. Hence, this is an important aspect in the 

maker-buyer relationship. 

 

Therefore, the buyer power is very high in the Bat Industry and is the key driving 

factor in the dynamics of this sector. 
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THREAT OF SUBSTITUTES 

 

  Relative Price performance of substitute:- There are very few substitutes to the cricket bat made of 

willow. Some of the few experiments that were tried out were bats made of Aluminum (which were 

used by Dennis Lillee way back in the 70s) and those made of graphite (used by Ricky Ponting 

recently). The cost of making these substitutes would also involve learning and incorporating new 

technology. These bats also do not have asignificant cost benefit so it does not seem likely that any new 

substitute would be produced on a mass scale. 

 

 Switching costs:- The switching costs for the entire cricketing industry in terms of changing over to a 

new type of  bat are high; it would involve developing a new kind of ball which would withstand the 

impact of such strong materials.  

 

 Buyer propensity to substitute:-  In the past, there has been interest in trying out new kinds of bats 

among cricketers at the highest levels. This has not been encouraged by the governing council of 

cricket, the International Cricket Council (ICC) as only bats made from willow are being allowed now.  

At the lower rungs, the emphasis is on lowest cost so there is no substitute for bats made from willow. 

Therefore, the buyer propensity to substitute is low. 

 

Therefore, the threat of substitutes for the cricket bat made of willow is low. 
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CASE STUDY-BATTING FOR BAS 

 

BAS & Pushp Kohli
1
 

 

It is evening on a busy weekday in an industrial suburb in Jalandhar, Punjab. The streets are teeming with 

the rustle of the bicycles being driven by the employees in the area, who are returning home after a full 

day’s work in the many workshops of this particular suburb. Most of the cars are still parked in front of 

the offices, as the owners of these cars, largely the owners of the workshops as well, are poring over the 

production numbers of that day with their supervisors, and in some cases all alone by themselves. Amidst 

this mixed sound, one can make out the constant and rhythmic sound which is caused by the contact 

between willow and leather outside a small, non-decrepit office. Specifically, it is the sound of the cricket 

bat hitting a hanging ball, a method often used to practice batting shots as well as to prepare a new bat for 

use. 

 

The batsman in this case is doing neither. Pushp Kohli of Beat All Sports usually uses the hanging ball as 

a method to relax after a long day at work and spend time thinking about his business and his 

management of it. He also uses it to check for himself the quality of the cricket bats his firm makes. He 

should know about what goes into the making of a good bat; after all, his firm, BAS manufactures the 

Vampire range of sporting goods, considered among India’s best  Cricket and hockey equipment.  

 

It has been a busy and eventful day at the office for Pushp, who oversees the cricketing operations for his 

family owned, private firm. As is the norm for most of the firms that operate in this sector and in 

Jalandhar, the firm does not employ any supervisors. Instead, the owner of the firm also doubles up as the 

chief supervisor, along with his commercial duties. Arriving early at 8, he has checked the attendance 

register in order to ensure that there are no unplanned absences in his around-120 strong workforce. He 

has then held informal meetings with a dozen of his craftsmen in order to clear any questions they might 

have over their daily schedule of manufacturing bats. Over the next two hours and before lunch, he has 

checked the shipping quality of over a hundred bats, which are part of a lot meant to be exported to South 

Africa. After a quick lunch, his procurement team, consisting of himself, his purchase officer and his 

finance officer has met in order to discuss the situation of raw material procurement spanning the coming 

months. He has then gone over the day’s production numbers and addressed some HR issues, including 

leave and payment concerns. He had just finished all pending work for the day when he received a mail 

from his biggest customer, Adidas India. And the contents of the mail are what he is mulling over as he 
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strokes the hanging ball from the sweetest spot of the English willow bat he is using. 

 

Adidas India is India’s biggest seller of cricket equipment, including cricket bats, part of which they buy 

from BAS Vampire. BAS sells around 20,000 English willow bats to Adidas, which comprises around 70 

% of the English willow bats that they produce. BAS also makes another 40,000 Kashmir willow bats, 

which they sell under their own brand. Adidas has till recently bought its Kashmir willow bats, which are 

usually of lesser quality from a large base of smaller and less established makers. However, it now wishes 

to minimize its vendor base in the Kashmir willow supply chain and is asking its larger suppliers, like 

BAS Vampire for quotations for an annual supply of 60,000 bats. Though conglomerates like Adidas & 

Nike are new to India, they have quickly grabbed a huge chunk of the Indian sports goods market, thanks 

due to their financial strength and the all-important sportsmen and sportswomen who endorse their brands 

to a huge and revering fan base. 

 

As he makes batting strokes, Pushp Kohli is thinking about the wider implications of supplying 60,000 

Kashmir willow bats to Adidas. At stake is the future of his own brand; after all, BAS Vampire is already 

selling around 40,000 bats mainly in the domestic sector. Though BAS is an established maker of bats in 

the domestic and the export sector, its reputation will not face up to the competition of the bigger players 

like Nike and Adidas with their celebrity endorsers.  He looks at an old photo of a BAS bat being 

inspected by Sachin Tendulkar, the world’s biggest batting star and sighs at the thought that he may never 

afford to get Sachin to endorse his brand again. The future of the Indian cricket bat industry is also 

uncertain; though it operates in a huge domestic market, it is subject to volatile external factors, which 

will be discussed in more detail. 

 

 Based on the discussions with his procurement team, he is now uncertain as to whether he can even 

produce as many Kashmir willow or English willow bats as he used to till now. Faced with uncertainty 

over the supply of Kashmir willow bats, he is unable to forecast their supply accurately enough as to 

make any sort of planning. The regular supply of English willow bats is now also under a shroud of 

doubt, due to some regulatory problems facing its export from England and its import into India.  

 

 He wonders where BAS Vampire as well the Indian Cricket bat industry is headed. 
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The history of the Indian Sports goods sector
2
 

The Genesis of the Indian sports goods industry can be traced back to Sardar Ganda Singh Oberoi of 

Sialkot in 1883. In fact, sports equipment was one of modern India’s first exports, with the first recorded 

export being in 1885 when tennis bats were exported from here to England. The advent of this industry 

can be attributed to colonial rule, with the United Kingdom looking to make sporting goods at an 

inexpensive price. They naturally turned to one of their colonies, India where labor was cheap and raw 

materials were available. The most common sporting goods of the pre-independence era were footballs, 

cricket goods and tennis and badminton (referred to then as Poona).  

 

After the partition of India and Pakistan, many of the sports good makers, specifically those of Hindu and 

Sikh descent transplanted their operations lock, stock and barrel and settled in Jalandhar. A lot of 

companies chose to stay in Sialkot (Punjab, Pakistan) and the city is even today a major center for the 

manufacture of sporting goods, enjoying the patronage of successive governments.  The choice of 

Jalandhar for setting up a cluster was put forth by the then Punjab Government, which intended to 

develop it as a sports goods hub. The City was found suitable for the Industry, for its location near the 

foothills of the Himalayas which assured a regular supply of coniferous wood and existence of a 

traditional leather market, which again assured regular supply of leather, the two major raw materials for 

the Industry at that time. A section of the Industry settled in Meerut in U P, where also the wood and 

leather were available in plenty. The added advantage was proximity of Meerut to Delhi, which emerged 

as a large market for sports goods.  

 

Pitch Report
3
 

 

 The Indian sports good industry is a multi-million dollar industry, growing at a  rate of  around 10%. The 

total export of sports goods recorded by the Sports Goods Export Promotion Council(SGEPC), based on 

the export returns submitted by the members for year 2008-09 is over Rs.586 crores ($114.6 

million).There are about 1250 registered and 2000 unregistered large, medium and small sports goods 

manufacturing units providing direct  employment to about 170,000 employees. The top items of exports 

were reported to be Inflatable Balls, Hammocks, Cricket Bats, Boxing Equipment, Table Tennis 

equipment, Carrom Boards & General Exercise Equipment. The share of top 5 items in overall exports is 

around 60%. 

 

Jalandhar is a prominent city in Punjab and the backbone of the Indian sports goods sector. The Jalandhar 
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municipality has a population of nearly 1 million, and unofficial figures point to around 300,000 of them 

being employed in the sports goods sector, in one of its 1200 factories or the many more home based 

manufacturing units. The industry is located in two areas in the city, Basti Nau and Basti Sheikh. The 

industry has traditionally received strong support from the Punjab Govt and accounts for almost 75 % of 

all sporting goods made in India. The major sporting goods are footballs and cricketing equipment. 

 

It is difficult to estimate the volume of the domestic and the export markets, but it is roughly assumed that 

they are in the proportion of 65/35. It is also impossible to get any sort of statistics on sales in the 

domestic market, as most of the firms operating in this industry are private and unlisted. While the 

biggest domestic bat maker SS (Sareen Sports) sells close to 200,000 bats a year , SG (Sanspareil 

Greenland) sells an estimated120, 000  and BDM manages 150,000. These figures are a rough estimate 

and the actual demand varies from month to month within a year with occasional spikes in demand during 

big ticket tournaments.  

 

The
4
 domestic manufacturers interact with each other and with external parties like the Government 

mainly through two associations, the Sports Goods Export Promotion Council (SGEPC), an agency run 

under the auspices of the Union Ministry of Trade and Commerce and the Sports Goods Manufacturers & 

Exporters Association (SGMEA), an initiative of the industry members. Wheras the SGEPC is involved 

in  building export capabilities and follows up with the Government on tax related issues and statutory 

laws , the SGMEA is particularly focused in the Jalandhar region and serves as a focal point of 

development activities involving labor and introduction of new technology . Another industry initiative, 

the Sports Goods Foundation of India (SGFI) has been concentrating on issues of corporate social 

responsibility and has tackled issues like the mistreatment of women and the curbing of child trafficking 

in the trade.  

 

The Foreign Bat
5
 

 

2 April, 2011. The venue is Mumbai and the occasion is the finals of the 2011 ICC Cricket World Cup. 

As MS Dhoni, the captain of the Indian Cricket team hits a powerful shot over the boundary for six runs 

off Sri Lanka’s Nuwan Kulasekara, lifting India to its first world cup win in 28 years. A billion Indians 

erupt in ecstasy over a much awaited victory. Among them are a group of middle aged corporate 

executives huddled around a giant screen, for whom there are other reasons to celebrate too. For this 

moment, which is surely going to be captured in a billion hearts and a million photographs, also serves as 
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a powerful endorsement for their brand, Reebok, which is endorsed by Dhoni. And then, to add to 

this,another celebrity ambassador, Yuvraj Singh goes on to become the player of the tournament. In fact, 

the Adidas group has signed over a 100 players who play at different levels of competition in the Indian 

domestic sector, thereby expanding its reach to an assured clientele for its cricket based products. 

 

Subhinder Singh Prem, the then MD of Adidas India (responsible for the Adidas and the Reebok brands) 

was more than pleased with the return on investment in the sponsorship of his 6 players in the world cup 

squad. According to him, “When you sponsor players, calculation of RoI is always a tough one. But for a 

sports brand like ours, our message is very clear. What cola Dhoni drinks at home, or what television he 

uses, people don't know. The message to the public from our brand is that the winning runs were scored 

with a Reebok bat — designed to Dhoni's specifications, made to order.” To assess the impact of the 

advertising on the market, consider the fact that the viewership for the final match of the world cup was 

estimated at 135 million in India alone ! 

 

The three way contest in India among foreign makers of sports apparel, between Reebok, Adidas and 

Nike was converted into a two-way contest, with Reebok’s global acquisition by the Adidas group in a 

huge $US3.8 billion deal in 2005. The Reebok brand was and still remains the leader among sports 

apparel and equipment brand in India in sales and revenue, with a special emphasis being nurtured 

towards cricket, an investment which has paid off rich dividends over the years. According to Reebok, 

after India's World Cup win, its ‘same store sales' for April were up 20 per cent over 2010. More 

consumers want to buy sports clothing after the win. And they sell at a premium, too.  For example, 

Reebok is able to sell  bats at rates 1.5 to 2 times greater than the rate at which they buy them. The 

momentum is on the side of Reebok.  

 

However, as is true with any sector in the sub-continent, the Indian customer is a challenge by himself. It 

is not easy to sell sports gear and accessories to a nation that does not have a sports culture 

notwithstanding the overwhelming dominance of one sport, cricket. Another factor which makes India a 

complex market is that, whereas viewership is very high, it is not matched at any level with participation 

in the game, hence forcing the sporting goods makers to concentrate on selling non-equipment based 

goods like footwear and apparel.  

 

Another peculiar aspect of the Indian customer is the difference in the way that he perceives the domestic 

and the imported goods. In the case of the domestic product, the driving factor is purely cost. However, 
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the moment he starts scouting for an imported good, he becomes very fussy about functionality, quality 

and comfort. Hence, in the case of an imported good, he makes a very thorough and a rational decision. 

However, accompanied with this is the fact that brand differentiation is very low in his mind. In India, the 

major brands like Puma, Nike, Adidas and Reebok are not really perceived to be wholly different though 

they have branded themselves with distinct association with specific sports worldwide. 

 

The domestic players like BAS have still not become completely irrelevant in the sporting good supply 

chain because the foreign companies are only focused in the branding and selling of sporting equipment; 

they prefer to manufacture only those goods which have been their traditional forte like shoes and 

sporting apparel. However, the threat of backward integration is present and ever looming. In this case, it 

would be very easy for a company like Adidas or Reebok to set up its own manufacturing base. The 

capital investment is not very high for a company with the financial clout of the Adidas group; and 

manpower could be easily poached from the existing smaller players with the lure of paying them much 

higher wages than they presently draw. This would still not make a huge impact on the expenditure front 

for Adidas. The cost and ease of switching suppliers is also not prohibitive, which decreases the 

bargaining power of the domestic players. Consequently, and due to the unregulated nature of the 

industry, non-delivery on orders typically incurs a penalty of approximately 5% of the order value. 

 

Thus the threat to BAS from both his domestic rivals and the big foreign brands is the driving factor in his 

business. In order to survive and thrive he needs to increase his brand recognition such that BAS Vampire 

becomes the bat of first choice. 
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 BAS Vampire, the Company 

 

BAS is an acronym for “Beat All Sports” and Vampire is a range of Sporting Equipment. It operates 

under the slogan “Success is a matter of choice”. Established in 1935 by the late Kohli brothers Shri. 

Deshraj & Shri. Mulkraj, it is a small scale family owned business and is a pure player in the sports good 

sector. It is now managed by a team comprising of members of the Kohli family and the cricket bat 

division is the responsibility of Mr. Ramesh Chander and his son Pushp. The company is ISO 9000 

certified and also a certified supplier to the Adidas group. They are now preparing to obtain the SA8000 

certification, which is one of the world’s first auditable social certification standard for decent 

workplaces. 

 

Pushp employs a total manpower of 120 permanent laborers in his medium sized facility. Though there is 

no automation in the factory, he does utilize a number of pressing machines and other such instruments 

essential in the bat making process, which also resemble the tools used in carpentry. 

 

Their products other than cricket bats include Cricketing gear like pads & gloves, footballs and Hockey 

equipment. Being a private player they are exempted from displaying their production & sales figures. 

However, Pushp estimates cricket bat sales to be about 60,000 units/year, of which 60% are Kashmir 

willow bats. They
6
 have an estimated turnover of around Rs. 10 crores presently; sales had been dipping 

for some years but 2011 was a good year due to the ICC Cricket World cup and they witnessed a rise in 

sales of approximately 20%.   They sell 65% of their bats in the domestic market through nearly 700 retail 

outlets across India. The export market is primarily in cricketing nations like South Africa, West Indies, 

Australia and nations with a huge expatriate Indian population like UK, Canada and Dubai. 

 

Pushp would love to get brand endorsements from high profile Indian players like Sachin & Dhoni. The 

prohibitive cost of such an arrangement (Dhoni
7
 nets a cool Rs. 10 Crores per endorsement per year, 

Sachin is a close second with an approximated Rs. 8 crores) has meant that he can get endorsements from 

lesser known international players like Hashim Amla and Alviro Pieterson of South Africa and Darren 

Sammy of West Indies along with a few players of the Kings XI Punjab of the Indian Premier 

League(IPL). 
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The making of a Cricket Bat
8
 

In order to understand the cricket bat making industry, we travel along with the bat, from its form as 

willow in the trees of England and India, until the time it reaches the discerning eyes of a batsman.  

 

The first recorded instance of the use for a distinct bat for the sport of cricket was in the early 17th 

century. Ever since, it has undergone evolutionary changes in its shape and size until today, when its form 

has been generally agreed upon. The bat now consists of a wooden blade connected to a long handle made 

of cane, which is provided with a rubber grip for better handling. Linseed oil is also applied to the blade 

of the bat which comes in contact with the ball, in order to protect it. The International Cricket Council, 

Cricket’s governing body has laid out very specific laws regarding the making of the cricket bat. Perhaps 

the most important clauses contain the geometry of the bat, with the upper limits of the height and width 

being specified as 38 in (96.5cm ) and 4.25 in (10.8 cm ) respectively. The materials for each part of the 

bat are also specified, with the blades being made of wood and the handles principally from cane.   

 

Most of the cricket bats available in the world today are made primarily in India and Pakistan with the use 

of manual labor, due to the obscenely low cost of labor involved in its making . Very few makers exist 

out of the sub-continent, with some of them doing business in other cricketing nations like England, 

Australia and South Africa, where they are predominantly dependent on machines like CNC lathes. 

 

As mentioned above, the primary raw materials used in a cricket bat are willow, cane and rubber grips. 

The willow is the primary factor in determining the quality of the bat as the surface of its blade 

determines the effectiveness of striking the ball. The blade is specifically derived from the Salix 

alba var. caerulea, found  in the Essex region of England and its lesser quality cousin in the Kashmir 

valley of India. The cane is obtained from the bamboo tree, available in the Southern part of India but 

nowadays sourced from the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, an island territory in the Indian Ocean. The 

rubber is sourced locally from manufacturers, and is obtained in the form of readymade grips which are 

available in the requisite size.  

 

The bat making process in India, as well as in Sialkot, Pakistan is mainly labor intensive, with no 

automation involved at any stage. The willow, which is available in the form of a cleft is first cut into 

shape by forming a smooth surface on one side and a contour on another. It is then subject to pressing in 

order to withstand the impact of the ball. A wedge, refered to as a V-groove is made in the upper part in 

order to connect the handle. The handle, which is typically made of cane has by now undergone its own 
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pre-forming process, with suitable reinforcements placed between sections of cane for added strength.  

 

A turning machine is often used in order to match the exact shapes of the willow and the handle where 

they connect, as well as in the other hand which is held by the batsman.  The handle and the willow are 

bonded together using adhesives and shaped using a special tool called the draw knife. The use of this 

tool requires years of experience and a keen eye. The rest of the bat is again subject to pressing and the 

dimensions of the bat are measured and sized to the required dimensions. Another planning tool is used to 

ensure the accuracy of the edges, which come into contact with the ball quite often. A wooden mallet is 

now used for knocking the bat, and the quality of the bat is checked by the softness of the noise which is 

heard when the mallet knocks the bat 

 

Once the batches of bats are determined to be ready for dispatch, they are usually stored for a brief 

interval before they are sent to various parts of India and the world. The bats are not stored longer than 6 

months as there is very high possibility of them acquiring moisture, which would make them soft. BAS 

Vampire sells its sporting equipment to a variety of buyers, from the big brands like Adidas to vendors in 

small, tier-2 and tier-3 towns. With the larger buyers, the contracts are usually fixed on a yearly basis, 

with the supply of bats ranging upto 20,000 a year, with small variations year-on-year. However, the 

smaller customers buy their products as and when their stocks get replenished. There is no formal contract 

and hence no means to determine the exact requirement for each customer, but the forecast for demand is 

reasonably predicted due to the long standing business relationship between the buyer and the seller.  A 

few professional players, who understand the process of bat making really well do buy directly from 

BAS, who make bats to order for their requirements. 
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The Bouncers and the Beamers 

 

As Pushp considers the survival of his business, he contemplates the challenges he faces.  

 

Perhaps
9
 the most perplexing challenge he faces is the sourcing of willow from Kashmir. The bat industry 

faces a unique situation where it is easier to import goods from abroad, as well as at a concessional rate 

than it is to procure raw materials domestically. In 1999, The Kashmir Government, in order to encourage 

the setting up of a local bat making industry, imposed a partial ban on the movement of willow clefts out 

of the state, limiting it to two hundred thousand clefts per year. In 2002, a modification was made to this 

ban which made it possible to procure the clefts by paying an extra tariff of Rs 10 per cleft. However, the 

ban was made total since 2005, and all movement of willow outside the state was considered illegal.  

 

And
10

 this was when the black market for the willow started. A Jalandhar businessman opined that the 

practice is only breeding corruption and causing a loss to the pockets of the state exchequer. The 

movement of willow is now continuing freely with the only change being that the manufacturers are now 

forced to pay a bribe of Rs1~2 Lakhs for a truckload of around 5000 pieces of willow, which could cost 

upto a million rupees. This way, around 1.5 million Kashmir willow clefts are sent to Meerut and Jalandar 

in clandestine routes along the porous borders of Jammu and Kashmir. If the ban were lifted and a 

legitimate route for procuring the raw materials were established, Pushp estimates that the cost of making 

the bats would reduce by around 25%, which would greatly improve his margins.  

 

The
11

 ongoing violence in Kashmir, which is one of the most disputed regions in the world ever, hasn’t 

helped matters. Despite the best efforts of the Kashmir Government to encourage the local bat making 

industry, the ever present state of flux between peace and violence has upset the moves by the local 

makers to survive and thrive. For example, a three month lockdown in 2010 saw the entire local industry 

shut down for that summer, when the demand for bats was the highest across the country. The conflict 

between Pakistan and India has also ensured that the results on the cricket field between the two countries 

also determine trade patterns in the two countries and particularly in troubled Kashmir, albeit on a 

temporary basis. This means that the supply of willow also becomes intermittent, with extended curfews 

which make any movement of goods difficult.  

 

 Another
12

 factor that has put the supply of Kashmir willow in a state of disarray is the quality of the 

willow trees themselves. Traditionally, it would take 40 years for a Kashmir willow tree to grow to its full 
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extent when it could be used to make bats. Though this practice is still maintained in the case of English 

willow, businessmen dealing with Kashmir willow now prefer growing other varieties of willow like 

Russian poplar which take less time to grow and are profitable to a grower. The quality of Kashmir 

willow, which when picked carefully could be vouched for to be at par with its English cousin is at stake. 

Additionally, the growing appetite for the plywood industry in Jammu and Kashmir has pushed the 

demand for willow trees many folds.  

 

There is no sense of corporate social responsibility among the growers of Kashmir willow, unlike in the 

case of the English industry where three trees are planted for every willow tree that is cut. Proper 

afforestation measures are not popular, with the long gestation period of close to 30 years and very low 

return on yields for the farmers who actually grow them.  Lack of action on an issue of moral 

responsibility is now actually affecting the very existence of the industry, with the acute possibility of the 

willow trees dwindling out looming large. Thus the options for Kashmir willow are narrowing. 

  

Things
13

 are not looking all that stable on the English willow front either. In what has been a move widely 

perceived as an anti-Britain rule, an Europe-wide directive has stopped the suppliers from Essex from 

using methyl bromide as a fumigation treatment agent before it is shipped to India and Pakistan. The use 

of methyl bromide has been banned by the Euro as it has been found to destroy the ozone layer. However, 

the Englishmen view a political angle in this. Jesse Pryke, a politician from Mid-Essex added: 'this shows 

every English person what consideration the EU gives Britain. Our national game obviously counts for 

nothing there. It is outrageous that they enacted this without an alternative treatment’.  

 

Essex has an ideal climate for growing willow, and it is estimated that around 100,000 clefts or £2 million 

worth of clefts are sent to India and Pakistan every month for making bats. The only alternative is a form 

of heat treatment, but most suppliers would not prefer it as it would split the willow. The incentives for 

the willow growers to make bats themselves are very less, as the cost of making bats is extremely high 

due to cost of affordability of labor. Hence, most of the cricket bats in the world end up being made in 

less expensive places, like India and Pakistan and the English bat making industry is now reduced to a 

few high profile specialist bat makers. Every year, close to 30,000 trees are felled in order to make the 

willow clefts; if the issue of the fumigant is not resolved, the English willow business is in the danger of 

collapsing.  
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Reactions
14

 in India to foreign direct investment in different sectors have evoked mixed responses. This 

trend continues with the sports goods manufacturers also. Among the bat makers of Jalandhar and 

Meerut, there are those who believe that the entry of foreign players into sports goods manufacturing will 

affect them adversely. Though big players like Reebok already into retailing, there was still a chance for 

the smaller firms to exist and grow by being wholesale suppliers to them. However, their foray into 

manufacturing would knock the small, unorganized firms out of existence as they would never be able to 

compete with the big names on the basis of cost, productivity or quality due to their limited technical 

competence.  

 

And the low exposure to technical competence is exactly the reason that there exists another line of 

thinking; that foreign direct investment is essential to save the otherwise sinking industry. Foreign 

investment is perceived as bringing along with it exposure to new technologies and better manufacturing 

practices. This in turn would improve the revenue from exports, which has recently been shrinking due to 

the global meltdown. Exports are vital to these manufacturers, contributing 30 percent of their revenue. 

Therefore, some suppliers are seeking the combination of foreign investment and technology, and Indian 

workforce and infrastructure, a potentially world beating proposition in their opinion.  

 

Pushp
15

 next considers the threat from across the border; this time from the Chinese front. China has been 

supplying  large volume of its manufactured goods in India, seriously impacting the Indian economy and 

in recent years, the sports goods industry has been specifically targeted.  Chinese makers were 

traditionally producing goods like shoes and sporting apparel. However, since the past couple of years, 

they have started making sporting equipment like footballs and cricket bats as well. In fact, for the cricket 

bat, they use automated machines which reduce the cost of making them by more than 50 %.  Many 

Indian bat makers were envious of China’s cost advantage and tried to replicate their process by 

importing these bat making machines from China. They later figured out that it was much easier to just 

buy the bats directly from China, given its low labor costs. Thus, manufacturing in Jalandhar and other 

sports clusters has now come under the shadow of a powerful economic force. 

 

Vipin Mahajan, the Secretary of the Sports Good Manufacturers & Exporters Association says that the 

easy availability of Chinese goods at cheaper rates has led to the closure of more than 80 %of the sports 

manufacturing units. “Earlier there were around 10,000 manufacturing units including MSMEs. Today 

only 2,000 of them remain operative.” He adds “Chinese products are cheap and are of better quality, and 

as a result local units are not getting any orders. Major brands import Chinese products to sell them under 
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their own brand name.” Mahajan said that Chinese sports goods which earlier saw a duty of 50 percent 

duty now only see a 10 percent levy on them. He also fears that eventually the duty might be scrapped 

altogether.   

 

The
16

 industry is also angry about the fact that support from the government is not forthcoming. Whereas 

the sports goods makers in Pakistan and China, the main threats to India enjoy the patronage of their 

respective rulers through the form of tax breaks, liberal laws and subsidies, no such privilege has been 

extended by either the Centre or the states like Punjab (Jalandhar and Ludhiana).  Last year’s Union 

Budget proposed a levy of  

1% central excise duty on 130 items, including sports goods in addition to which manufacturers in the 

state of Punjab had to pay an extra 4% in the form of value added tax. Neighboring Uttar Pradesh had in 

fact relaxed the need to pay value added tax, thus encouraging its local sports goods cluster in Meerut.  

 

Dubbing the government's move as "unfortunate", the industry has lamented that instead of imposing anti-

dumping duty on Chinese goods, the Centre has levied excise duty on 

them.  They believe that levying of excise duty will lead to large scale corruption, compounding the woes 

of small manufacturers. "It is very difficult for small manufacturers to take care of rigid process of 

documentation of the central excise department which will further encourage corruption at lower level," 

says Sports Goods Manufacturers Association President Raghunath Rana. Stating that the excise duty was 

not a feasible option for sports goods industry due to its small size, Rana claims, and the levy will put 

burden on the industry in the shape of administrative charges which is more than the excise earnings to 

the exchequer. 

 

Another pet peeve of the small manufacturers of Jalandhar is the lack of support for their efforts to 

modernize the industry. Increased exports levels and the presence of global companies like Adidas and 

Nike have meant that they have to improve on quality on a continuous basis. This requires investment in 

research and development and well developed training programs for labor, none of which have been 

proposed by the Government. The sports industry feels that as major earners of foreign exchange for the 

country, they deserve to receive some benefits in exchange in the form of investment in technology 

upgradation. A process cum product development center has been set up in Meerut, UP for this purpose 

but its mandate has been limited and not quite successful. 
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Preparing for the next over 

 

As Pushp is about to close shop for the day, he puts his mind back to the Adidas quotation and whether he 

can confidently bid for such a huge order (for a manufacturer of his size). If he is assured of a constant 

supply of Kashmir willow to meet the 60,000 a year demand, he feels that scaling up his operations will 

not be a huge task. One option which has been explored earlier is to buy semi-finished bats from small 

time bat makers in Kashmir and then convert them to bats which meet the high quality of the BAS 

Vampire brand name. He also has the option of shifting his base to Kashmir, thus assuring the firm of a 

continuous supply of the vital Kashmir willow. However, he has the social responsibility of taking care of 

his employees in Jalandhar, many of whom he treats as family members. Added to this is the risk of 

uncertainty of setting up operations in volatile Kashmir. He could still continue to buy willow in the black 

market, but with the signing of yearly contracts  with Adidas for 60,000 bats, this would mean that he 

runs the risk of not meeting the supply of this quantity and hence paying penalties every time, in the case 

of the embargo ever being strictly enforced. 

 

 As Pushp gets into his sedan and heads home, he wonders where the bat industry is headed.  
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Appendix 1:- The BAS Vampire Cricket Bat Value Chain 
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Appendix 2:- Comparing the Indian and the Foreign Brands
17

 

1. English Willow 

1. a BAS Vampire 

  

1. b Reebok 

     

2. Kashmir Willow 

2. a BAS Vampire 

 

2.b Reebok 
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Appendix 3:- Comparing Brand Power                                                      

  

 

                         Reebok Cricket                       &                           Adidas Cricket  

                                                                          Vs.  

    

       Hashim Amla                Alviro Peterson                   Darren Sammy            Harmeet Singh Bansal 

 

                                                                  BAS Vampire 
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Appendix 4
18

:- The cost of making a cricket bat in Kashmir:- Comparing bats used for the tennis 

ball and the leather ball. 

 

 

Leather Ball Cricket Bat 

Tennis Ball Cricket Bat 
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Appendix 5
19

 

 

                        

      

 

Appendix 6
20 
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CASE STUDY SOLUTION-BATTING FOR BAS 

Batting for BAS Vampire- The Problem 

 
Pushp Kohli of BAS Vampire has received a mail from one of his largest clients, Adidas India soliciting 

quotations for a huge order of 60,000 Kashmir willow bats per year. BAS also sells bats under its own 

brand both locally and internationally. The question for Pushp is whether he should solely concentrate on 

making his own brand stronger or sell bats to the bigger players in the bat-selling industry like Adidas, 

thus assuring a constant source of business annually. 

 

This problem is set in the backdrop of a growing scarcity of the basic raw material required for making 

bats, the Kashmir willow. Due to political issues and lack of understanding or action on issues of 

sustainability, the clefts for making bats are becoming increasingly hard to procure. This is foremost in 

the mind of Pushp when he is mulling over the question of the quotation. 

 

Possible Solutions 
 

1. On the question of supplying bats to Adidas India. 

 
The order for Pushp Kohli contains a quantity of 60,000 Kashmir willow bats. If BAS were to set-up 

operations for this quantity, it would mean doubling the present capacity (they presently make and sell 

around 65,000 bats) and doing so for the sake of a single client.  

 

In the present supply chain, the bargaining power is in the hands of Adidas and it is able to dictate the 

terms of engagement in the contract. Moreover, the unregulated nature of the sports industry provides 

no recourse for a smaller party like BAS in case Adidas decides to abruptly end it’s contract. BAS 

would also be hesitant to push for any action against a firm to which he also supplies 20,000 English 

willow bats (English willow bats are sold at a much higher rate than Kashmir willow, but in much 

lesser quantities). 

 

The loss to BAS, in case of a broken contract would be in two ways. It would have sunk in capital  

into investing on a bigger facility and recovery on that investment would be impossible. Secondly, it 

would have paid a premium to procure such a huge quantity of raw materials and they would be piled 

up in inventory. Kashmir willow has a lifespan of typically 3~6 months after which it loses its quality 

due to accumulation of water. When we consider this aspect with the fact that BAS now sells around 

45,000 bats every year, we see that only around 20,000 bats can be consumed in half a year and the 
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rest of the procured willow (worth around 45,000 bats) will be rendered unfit for use.Perhaps more 

important is the loss of a missed opportunity. Considering the fact that India is the largest market for 

Kashmir willow bats in the world and the demand is growing at an average rate of 10%
1
, the time is 

ripe for BAS to expand its own market for bats by focusing mainly on brand imaging, pricing and 

reaching to the bottom of the pyramid.  

 

Brand imaging is presently the significant hurdle which BAS faces, they simply do not have the 

financial resources to obtain the services of an Indian international player to endorse them (note that a 

tier-1 player rakes in around Rs.3 crores per endorsement per year, an amount which is 30% of the 

yearly turnover of BAS).  They can either raise the required finances through credit from financial 

institutions  or by bringing in stakeholders who have only monetary interest in the business. 

Considering the family owned nature of the firms, the former seems like a more likely solution and a 

convenient way would be to approach financial institutions like the Small Industries Development 

Bank of India (SIDBI) which are earmarked by the Government for this purpose.In fact, the longevity 

and reputation of the BAS brand could also ensure that it gets credit at favorable rates. The author 

firmly believes that BAS should endorse at least one Indian international player and spin off a range 

of Kashmir willow bats which are sold under the banner of his brand power (like Toyota with its 

Lexus brand or more closer home, Dhoni with the TVS Star City, an affordable motorbike targeted 

mainly for the city commuters). The presence of the BAS logo on a cricket bat in an international or 

IPL match multiplied by its screening in millions of homes will create a massive brand identification 

for prospective bat buyers. 

 

In the issue of pricing, BAS provides its suppliers with a margin of around 80 to 100%. For example, 

a bat which BAS is able to make at a cost of Rs.250 is sold for close to Rs. 500 through its suppliers. 

The author suggests a decreased margin (close to 50 %) which is offset by selling more bats (around 

50% or 20,000 Kashmir willow bats). This will both ensure that the supplier retains his profitability as 

well as BAS will sell more bats. Of course, the selling of more bats should be accompanied or 

preceded by increased interest for the products, created and sustained through brand building as 

mentioned in the earlier paragraph. 

 

The third strategy which would be recommended is the reach into tier-2 cities. BAS currently sells its 

products mainly in tier-1 cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bengaluru & Hyderabad and 

the tier-2 cities are flooded by unbranded goods. Considering that tier-2  cities are a sizeable chunk of 
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the 340
2
 million strong urban population (tier 1-93 million, tier 2- 52 million), BAS could target this 

market and create a blue ocean by creating a strong base for branded bats. Given that the whole of 

India is occupied by a cricket frenzy, the market opportunity is clear and present This is a difficult 

task, considering the capital requirements. BAS could plan this expansion by first growing in their 

home state, Punjab and slowly into other regions of North India like UP, Bihar and Haryana and later 

on into the much greater urbanized southern states like Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Maharasthra. A 

good tactic to reduce expansion costs would be to work with local vendors and provide them 

exclusive rights to BAS equipment. The author believes that BAS should double its retail vendors to 

1500 or more within a timespan of 5 years. 

 

2. On the question of procuring raw materials for Kashmir willow bats. 
 

Pushp can ensure a constant supply of Kashmir willow in two ways:- 

 

a. Set-up a manufacturing base in Kashmir for Kashmir willow bats: - The financial costs of setting up 

shop in Kashmir are not significant when compared to the size of the operations of BAS. The critical 

issue is to be resolved is the politically unstable state of things, punctuated by occasional sparks of 

violence and consequently, curfews and shutting down of all business activities. BAS could obtain 

labor at 70 %  and utilities at 50% compared to Jalandhar, Punjab (as shown in Appendix 5 & 6 in the 

case study) and they could save on buying willow clefts at a premium. However, the author does not 

believe that BAS would successfully set-up operations in Kashmir notwithstanding other barriers to 

entry  like ethnicism, difference in language and working culture. 

 

b. A more pragmatic approach would be to procure semi-finished goods from smaller sub-contractors in 

the Kashmir region. This would be a win-win situation for both parties. The Kashmir suppliers would 

be assured of more steady streams of revenue and BAS of a steady stream of raw materials. In order 

to protect the quality of its products, BAS could do the finishing and inspection of its bats in its 

Jalandhar plants. This would enable Pushp to sell more bats without increasing manpower as his labor 

would be free of other bat making tasks which they would otherwise be involved in.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

The MFG 503 project was a fascinating learning experience in the manufacturing sector. It gave me key 

insights and a broad understanding of the working of a sector of which I had no previous knowledge. I 

started this project with the expectation that I would be able to utilize my previous work experience with 

Toyota in order to understand and provide recommendations to improve operations effectiveness in this 

industry. However, I have realized that external forces, and especially political ones, play a key role in 

how businesses survive and grow. 

 

This project once again showed to me the complexities of running operations in a country like India, 

which is very difficult to understand even for people who have lived and worked there for a long time. It 

is now my firm belief that any organization which wants to start operations in countries like India must do 

so on the basis of a thorough understanding of the full implications of its decisions. The strategy tools that 

were used in this project, Porter’s Five Forces and PESTLE would be recommended as holistic tools for 

industry analysis, this is proven time and again by their pervasive use in all types of market reports across 

all industries. 

 

Another key issue was that of sustainability. Sustainability is no longer going to stay as a matter of value; 

from this case study, it is apparent that it is going to be the reality which companies have to embrace. As 

costs will increase due to scarcity of raw materials (which was, in turn caused due to reckless use of them 

earlier), companies will need to plan and execute good sustainability practices in order to maintain their 

bottom line. If the Bat industry does not implement this, we face a clear and present danger of having to 

use bats which are no longer made of willow. 

 

One of my biggest takeaways from this project is the importance of the manufacturing sector. In these 

times, when the focus from manufacturing is drifting away in many countries towards the world and is 

instead being thrust upon the services sector, this case study would serve as an example to show the 

importance of manufacturing for businesses to survive and for ensuring livelihoods for the majority of the 

working class. It is in this sense that I realize the emphasis of the MFG 503 project requirement on 

studying the economic benefits of the project; in this case, the social benefits are important too. This 

project is slated to be used by the Indian School of Business as a case study for it’s academic courses to 

understand issues related to supply chain sustainability. 
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